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1. Introduction
Let F be a p-adic field of characteristic zero. The purpose of this paper is to study
the singular behaviour of the character en of an irreducible supercuspidal
representation n of G GSP4(F) near the identity. The method used involves a
comparison of Harish-Chandra’s results expressing e, as a linear combination
of Fourier transforms of nilpotent measures on the Lie algebra with Arthur’s
germ expansion for 039803C0 as a weighted orbital integral of a sum of matrix
coefficients of n. Some relations between the constants in Harish-Chandra’s
theorem and unipotent weighted orbital integrals of matrix coefficients are
obtained. In addition, as a consequence of explicit calculations carried out for
certain representations, we find that en need not exhibit all possible types of
singular behaviour.
Let Greg be the open set consisting of x ~ G such that the coefficient of 03BB3 in
det(03BB + 1 Ad x) is nonzero. Harish-Chandra showed in [HC] that e, is a
locally constant function on Greg and
=

-

close to zero and such that exp X E Greg. (%G) is the set of
nilpotent Ad G-orbits in g, ct(n) is a constant, and o is the Fourier transform of
the orbital integral over U. The asymptotic behaviour of 039803C0(x) as x E Greg
approaches 1 is determined by the homogeneity properties of those P,m’s for
which cm(n) =1= 0. Section 2 includes the definition of the Fourier transform, the
general statement of Harish-Chandra’s result, and some remarks and notation
concerning Levi subgroups, unipotent conjugacy classes, and induced
for

XEg

=

Lie(G)

representations.
Let f be a finite sum of matrix coefficients of n. Arthur [A3] showed that if
x E Greg is elliptic in a Levi subgroup M, then 039803C0(x) is a constant multiple of the
*
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weighted orbital integral JM(x,f). In [A2], he derived a germ expansion for
weighted orbital integrals on neighbourhoods of singular points, that is, points
not in Greg. The constants in the germ expansion around 1 are unipotent
weighted orbital integrals and the germs have homogeneity properties. These
results, which are summarized in section 3, combine to produce a second
asymptotic expansion for 039803C0.
Section 4 consists of a lemma describing how to match up the terms having a
fixed homogeneity in the two asymptotic expansions for 039803C0 around the identity.
Normalizations of various measures are specified in section 5. Also contained
in this section are the calculations of those volumes and weight factors which
will be required in section 8 for evaluation of unipotent weighted orbital
integrals.
Moy [Mol-2] has classified the irreducible admissible representations of G in
terms of nondegenerate representations of subgroups of parahoric subgroups of
G. Let Cp be the ring of integers of F. In section 6, we consider those irreducible
supercuspidal representations rc such that the parahoric subgroup is
K GSp4(DF). The inducing data for 03C0, as determined by Jabon [J], is used to
=

compute the values of the sums of matrix coefficients which will be needed for
calculations in section 8.
In section 7 the values of Fourier transforms o are computed at certain
points in g.
The main results of the paper appear in section 8. In Theorem 8.1, relations
between the constants co(03C0) and various weighted orbital integrals are derived
using values of the functions o from section 7 together with formulas from
section 5. These relations hold for all irreducible supercuspidal representations
n. Then, for 03C0 as in section 6, in Proposition 8.2, all of the coefficients in Arthur’s
germ expansion for On are calculated. Theorem 8.1 and Proposition 8.2 are
combined to obtain Theorem 8.3 where explicit values for most of the
coefficients co(03C0) are computed. For some representations, cw(n) 0 for particular orbits (9. This contrasts with the results of [Mu], where every coefficient in
the asymptotic expansions of characters of the analogous representations of
GL3(F) and GL4(F) was found to be nonzero.
=

2. Characters

as

Fourier transforms of nilpotent

measures

In this section, we state Harish-Chandra’s result giving an asymptotic expansion
for 039803C0 near a singular point in terms of Fourier transforms on the Lie algebra.
Following that are some remarks on unipotent classes in G. Lemma 2.6 relates
some of the functions appearing in the expansion to the characters of induced

representations.
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We will
set of

that the residual characteristic of F is odd. G is realized as the
satisfying xrHx 03BBH for some 03BB~F*, where

assume

x E GL4(F)

=

and xt is the transpose of x. Similarly, g Lie(G) consists of those X E M4(F)
such that X’H + HX is a multiple of H. If R is a ring, M4(R) denotes the 4 x 4
matrices with entries in T.
If (9 is an Ad G-orbit in g, then Il(!) denotes the distribution on g given by
integration over the orbit (9. The Fourier transform Ap of 03BCo is defined by o(f)
03BCo(), f E C~c(g). Here, C~c(g) is the space of locally constant, compactly
supported, complex-valued functions on g. Recall that f E C~c(g) is given by:
=

=

nontrivial character of F. Let |·| denote the norm on F which
satisfies Iml = q -1 for any prime element m, where q is the order of the residue
class field F q of F. The set greg of X E g having the property that 03BB3 has nonzero
coefficient in det(À - ad X) is an open dense subset of g.

where qt

is

a

LEMMA 2.1.

(1)

[HC].

With O

as

above,

There exists a locally integrable function jl(9: g ~ C which is
jl(9(X)f(X) dX, for f E C~c(g).
greg such that jl(9(f)

locally constant

= ~g
t
E
F*,
If
o(t2X) = |t|-dimoo(X).

on

(2)

If y E G, let

Gy be the centralizer of y in G, and let 9y be the Lie algebra of Gy.

THEOREM 2.2. [HC, Theorem 5]. For any irreducible admissible representation n of G, there exist unique complex numbers c(9(n), one for each nilpotent
Gy-orbit in 9y, such that

for X E 9y ~ greg sufficiently near 0. Here vo is the Gy-invariant
corresponding to O, and va is the Fourier transform of vo on 9y.
The functions
V n greg, for any

measure on

g,

o, for nilpotent G-orbits O in g, are linearly independent on
neighbourhood V of 0 in g [HC, Theorem 4]. Therefore the

18

functions {o |co(03C0) ~ 01 determine the singular behaviour of8x near 1. Let uG
be the set of unipotent éléments in G, and let (uG) be the unipotent conjugacy
classes in G. As a result of the correspondence between the set of nilpotent Ad Gorbits in g and the set (au G)’ the constants co(03C0) and the functions fiw will be
referred to as corresponding to some O E (uG).
Fix a prime element ~ F and choose 8 E F such that 18j
1 and 8 ft (F*)2. The
matrices
in (uG).
are
for
the
nontrivial
classes
following
representatives
=

Let (90, (O1, etc., be the corresponding unipotent classes. id will stand for the
trivial unipotent class. The notation Pid’ 0, etc. (c{1}(03C0), co(n), etc.) will be used
for the functions fiw, (resp. the coefficients co(03C0)), O E (mG).
If M is a Levi subgroup of G, let P(M) be the set of parabolic subgroups
having Levi component M. For P c-.9(M), N p denotes the unipotent radical of P.
Given y E M, Arthur [A3, p. 255] defines the induced space of orbits y§§ yG in
G as the finite union of all conjugacy classes in G which intersect yNp in an open
set, for any P~P(M). This is a generalization of the definition of Lusztig and
Spaltenstein [LS]. If t is such a class, we write O E yG.
Representatives for the conjugacy classes of proper Levi subgroups in G are:
=

19

LEMMA 2.5.

(1) O1 = 11GM1
(2) O1~O03B5~O~O03B5 =1GM2
(3) (!JR 1GM0 Uftl u’GM2, where u and u’ are representatives for the regular
unipotent classes in M1 and M2, respectively.
=

=

=

Proof. (1) Let P~P(M1). It is easy to check that all unipotent elements of
maximal dimension in N p are conj ugate to u1.
(2) Let P E &#x26;(M 2) such that Np is upper triangular. Then

Np is in (9, if and only if x2 - yz e ’t(F*)2, i

1, E, tiJ, 8tiJ, and the set of u e Np
such that x2 - yz ~ 0 is an open dense subset of Np.
(3) is immediate because there is only one regular unipotent class in G. D
uE

=

If

P~P(M), for some Levi subgroup M, and n is the Lie algebra of Np, set
ôp(mn) = Idet(Ad m)n|. Let 0398p be the character of the representation 03C0p of G
which is induced (unitarily) from the one-dimensional representation lSp 1/2 of P.
The next lemma gives the relation between the functions fiw, O~1GM and the
character Op.
LEMMA 2.6. With
ciently close to 0,

appropriate normalizations of measures, for X E 9reg suffi-

Proof. This follows

from Lemma 2.5, and 1.8 of

[MW].

0

REMARKS. (1) The choice of normalizations of measures on nilpotent orbits is
made in Lemma 5.8.
(2) Explicit formulas for the characters Op are given in van Dijk [D].
(3) Moeglin and Waldspurger [MW] have generalized a result of Rodier [Ro]
and shown that, if (9 has maximal dimension among classes such that co(03C0) ~ 0,
c(Q(n) is equal to the dimension of a certain degenerate Whittaker model.
(4) The values of the functions A,, 03C4 0, E, , 03B5, at certain points in 9 will be
computed in section 7.
=
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3.

Supercuspidal characters and weighted

orbital

integrals

Throughout the remainder of this paper, 039803C0 will denote the character of an
irreducible supercuspidal representation 03C0 of G. In this section, we summarize
Arthur’s results relating an to weighted orbital integrals of matrix coefficients of
03C0 and giving a germ expansion for weighted orbital integrals.
Let M be a Levi subgroup of G. For y E M and f~C~c(G), let JM(03B3,f) be the
weighted orbital defined in [A2, §5]. Note that Jm(y, f) is also well-defined if f is
compactly supported modulo the centre of G, for example, if f is a matrix
coefficient of n. AM denotes the split component of M and Mel is the set of y in M
which lie in some elliptic Cartan subgroup of M. If m is the Lie algebra of M, let
DM(y) det(1 - Ad(03C3))m/m03C3, where is the semisimple part of y. D(y) will often
be used in place of DG(03B3).
=

THEOREM 3.1.
y E Mell

~

[A3]. Suppose f is a finite sum of matrix coefficients of n. For

Greg,

In section 5, more will be said about the definitions of the weighted orbital
integrals and the necessary normalizations of measures.
In order to describe the germ expansion for weighted orbital integrals, we
recall some definitions from [A2]. Suppose ~1 and ~2 are functions defined on
an open subset 03A3 of M which contains an M-invariant neighbourhood of a point
03C3~M. ~1 is (M,03C3)-equivalent to ~2, ~1(03B3)(M,03C3)~2(03B3), if ~1(03B3) - ~2(03B3) = JMM(03B3,h)
for y e X ~ U, where U is a neighbourhood of 03C3 in M, and h e C~c(M). Let (03C3UM.)
be the set of orbits in 03C3UM03C3 under conjugation by M03C3. 03B3 ~JM(03B3,f) is a class
function on M, so JM((O, f ) is well-defined for (g ~ (03C3UM03C3). Let L(M) be the set of
Levi subgroups in G which contain M.

[A2, Prop. 9.1, Prop. 10.2]. (1) There are uniquely determined
(M, u)-equivalence classes of functions 03B3~ gGM(03B3, O), 03B3 ~03C3 M03C3 ~ Greg, parametrized
by the classes O ~ (03C3UG03C3), such that, for any f ~ C~c((G),
THEOREM 3.2.

Let t E F* and O ~(UG). Set dG((O)
1/2(dim G - rank G - dim O). For
exp X, X ~ g, define xt exp(tX). Let (9t E (OkG) be the class of u’, where u E (9.

(2)
x

=

=

=
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where the
otherwise.

cL(b, t)

[bG : 19]

lemma listing some properties of germs and
which will be used in later sections.

We finish with

integrals

certain real-valued functions and

are

a

is 1

if 19 E bG,

weighted orbital

LEMMA 3.3. (1) Let y E Meu n Greg. If 1 is the F-rank of LE.P(M) and
the formal degree of the Steinberg representation of L, then

(2)

Let

LE !R(M)

where JL(yL, f)

and

0

d(StL) is

y E M. Then

03A3i JL(Oi, f), i f yL = Ui Oi. The constants rL1L(03B3, a) appear in the

definition of weighted orbital integrals and AM,reg is the set of elements in AM whose
centralizer in G equals M.
(3) If f is a cusp form on G such that supp f is compact modulo AG then, if y E M
o.
is semisimple and y e M elh JM(y, f)
Proof. (1) [Mu, Prop. 3.7]. (2) [A2, Cor. 6.3]. (3) is due to Arthur. See [Mu,
D
Prop. 3.9].
=

4.

Preliminary results

Relations between the terms occurring in the two expansions for 03C0 are stated in
Lemma 4.1. They are obtained from the homogeneity properties of the functions
O and gGtogether with vanishing of certain weighted orbital integrals of cusp
forms. If M is a Levi subgroup of G, d(StM) denotes the formal degree of the
Steinberg representation of M.
LEMMA 4.1. Let f be

a fcnite sum of matrix coefficients of n such that f(1) ~ 0.
d(n)be the formal degree of n.
(1) c{id}(03C0} = d(n)ld(StG).
(2) If rois the Shalika germ associated to the unipotent class O0, and X E greg
lies in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of 0 and is such that y exp X E Ge11,
Let

=

then

In

particular, co(n)

=

cJG((O0, f) for some

nonzero constant c.
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y

(3) Let M be a Levi subgroup. Suppose X E greg is close to
exp X ~ Me11. Then

0 and

=

where

Pj ~ P(Mj), j 1, 2, and 0398Pj is as defined in section 2.
(4) cR(03C0) = d(03C0)JM0(1, f)/8f(1).
Proof. Assume that gMM(03B3, O), 03B3 ~Greg ~ M, is equal to the Shalika germ
corresponding to the orbit O ~(03C3UM03C3) for all Levi subgroups M. Then it follows
=

immediately from Arthur’s derivation of the germ expansion for weighted
orbital integrals in the proof of Proposition 9.1 of [A2] that the germ expansion
is actually an equality, rather than an (M, 03C3)-equivalence. Thus the results of the
lemma are given as equalities.
Note that certain of the coefficients in the germ expansion for JM(y, f ) vanish
because f is a cusp form. Indeed, if M Mi or M2 and O is the nontrivial
unipotent class in M, then (9 1Z:o. By Lemma 3.3(2),
=

=

is not elliptic in M or G. Thus, by Lemma 3.3(3),
JG(a, f) 0, which implies that JM(O, f) 0. Similarly, it follows
from Lemma 2.5(1), (3) and Lemma 3.3(2), (3) that JG((O1, f) JG«(9R,f) 0.
Let y
exp X with X as in (2). Note that 039803C0(f) f(1)/d(03C0) [Mu, Lemma 3.6].
Since JG(03B3, f) is the ordinary orbital integral of f at y, g’(7, O) 0393o(03B3), the
Shalika germ corresponding to O ~ (UG). Matching of terms having the same
homogeneity in the two expansions for 039803C0, results in:
But

a E AMo,reg

JM (a, f )

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

Note that id ~ 1, and recall Rogawski’s formula in [Rog] for 0393id(03B3). This proves
(1) and the first part of (2). Since dim O0 4 dim G - dim Mi 6, i 1, 2, it
follows from Corollary 1, p. 311 of [HC] that rois zero at any nonelliptic point
in Greg. The germs {0393o|O ~ (UG)} are linearly independent on any open
neighbourhood of 1 intersected with Greg [HC, Lemma 24], so there are points
=

=

=
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in Greg n Gel, where 03930 ~ 0. If JG((O0, f) ~ 0 and y exp X is taken to be one of
those points, then the left side, hence also the right side, of the equation in (2) is
nonzero, so cw(7t)
d(03C0)JG(O0,f)03930(03B3)/f(1)0(X) ~ 0. If JG(O0, f) 0, then, for
any M, JM(y, f ), y E Mell, has no term with the same homogeneity as IDJ’I’AT in
its germ expansion. Since O 0, this implies cp(n) 0.
To prove (3) we use Van Dijk’s formula for 0398Pj, j
1, 2 and the formula for
write
the
hand
side
of
as:
to
right
(3)
gGM (03B3, 1)
=

=

=

=

=

Taking into account the vanishing of the coefficients mentioned at the beginning
of the proof, the above expression is the term in the germ expansion having the
same homogeneity as |D|1/2 03C4, i
1, E, , ew.
To obtain (4), note that homogeneity of the terms in 039803C0(a), a
=

=

exp X E AMo,reg, results in

From Lemma

2.6( 1 )

and

[D], R(X)

=

8|D(03B3)|-1/2.

D

c03C4(03C4)’s, the values JMj(1, f), j 0, 1, 2, JG«9,, f),
0, E, m,
required, along with enough knowledge of the values of the
functions P, to separate the terms in Lemma 4.1(3) and to determine the constant
c in Lemma 4.1(2). The remainder of this paper is devoted to obtaining much of
In order to compute the

1

=

Em are

=

this information.

5.

Weight factors

The

and normalization of measures

factors vm, the integrals JM(y, f), the formal degree d(n), and the
germs gZ(y, O) depend on various volumes and measures. We choose normalizations of measures so that Theorem 3.1 holds. In Lemma 5.4, we compute vM(x)
for upper triangular unipotent elements x in G. This leads to integral formulas
for certain weighted orbital integrals in Proposition 5.5. At the end of the
section, the invariant measures on the unipotent classes (dit G) are specified. In
addition, Lemma 5.8 gives the measures on the nilpotent orbits in g required for
Lemma 2.6.

weight
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The group K GSp4(F) sia special maximal compact subgroup of G which
is in good position relative to the Levi subgroups Mo, Mi and M2 (see (2.4)). Let
dx be the Haar measure on G which assigns volume 1 to K. The Haar measure
dk on K is taken to be the restriction of dx to K. If P MN is a parabolic
subgroup with G KP, the measures on M and N are normalized so that the
measures of M n K and N n K equal one. With these choices,
=

=

=

Given a Levi subgroup M of G, let M be the Levi subgroup of GSp4 such that
M(F), and let X(M)F be the group of characters of M which are defined
over F. The real vector space aM
Hom(X(M)F, R) plays a role in the definition
of the weight factor vM in the weighted orbital integral JM. In fact,
JM(03B3, f) = AMBGf(x-1 03B3x)03BDM(x)dx, 03B3 ~ Me11 ~ Greg, depends on invariant
measures on AMBG and amlag. 01t(f) depends on an invariant measure on
AGBG. In order for Theorem 3.1 to hold, certain compatibility requirements
must be satisfied by these measures [A2, p. 5]. In the next paragraphs, we define
a measure on aM an 1 state the conditions relating the various measures.
For convenience, we assume that M
Mi, 1 0, 1, 2 or M G. If P ~ P(M)
and x = n p (x)m p (x)k(x), with n p (x) E N p, m p (x) E M and k E K, define
Hp(x) HM(mP(x)). The function HM : M ~ aM is given by:
M

=

=

=

=

=

=

aGM

be the kernel of the canonical map from aM onto aG. There is a
compatible embedding of aG into aM resulting from the embeddings of X(M)F
and X(G)F into the character groups X(AM) and X(AG), respectively. Therefore,
aM
aM Q aG. The restriction of a fixed Weyl-invariant norm on aMo to aM
yields a measure on aM . Let KM K n AM . The function HM maps AM/xM
bijectively onto a lattice in aM. The measure of xM in AM must equal the volume
of aM/HM(AM). This fixes a Haar measure on AM. The measures on AMBG, AGBG
and aft ::: aM/aG are the ones induced by those on G, AM, AG, aM’ and aG.
Let aMo be realized in such a way that
Let

=

=

The set {e1 =(1, 0, 0, -1), e2 =(0, 1, -1, 0), e3 =(1, 1, 1, 1)} is a basis of aMo and
it is easy to check that an inner product ( , ) on aMo is Weyl-invariant if and
only if (ei, ej) 0,i ~ j and (el, el) = (e2, e2). Let cl = (ei, el) and C2 = (e3, e3).
The measure on Mo AMo has been normalized so that vol(03BAM0)
1. Thus cl
and c2 must be chosen so that vol(aMjHMo(AMo)) = 1. We choose cl = 2 log- 2 q
=

=

=
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and C2 =

log-2 q. The formal degree d(StM) of the Steinberg representation of M
appearing in gt’(y, 1) depends on VOl(03BAM).
LEMMA 5.1.

Let M
Mo. (ui c-1/21 e1, U2 c-1/21 e2, U3 C-1/22} is an orthonormal basis of aMo. HM(AM) is generated over Z by log q(1, 0, 0, -1),
log q(o, 1, 0, 1) and log q(O, 0, 1, 1). It follows that vol(aM/HM(AM)) =
c1c1/22 log3 q/2 1.
(2) Let M M1. The embedding of aM into aMo is given by:

Proof. (1)

=

=

=

=

=

=

Furthermore, the image of HM(AM) in aMo is generated by log q(1,0,0,1) and

log q(0, 1, 1,2).

Since

{u1, u3}

is orthonormal in aM,

vol(aM/HM(AM)) =

(c1c2)1/2 log2 q = 2.
(3) and (4)

are

proved

in

a

similar

D

manner.

The weight 03BDM(x), x ~ G, is the volume of the convex hull of the projection of
the points { 2013HP(x) |P ~ P(M)} onto aGM. Some definitions are required to give a
formula for vM(x). Let P ~ P(M). The roots of (P, AM) are viewed as characters of
AM or as elements of the dual space a*M of aM. If Ap is the set of simple roots of
(P, AM), and a E OP, the co-root a v E aM is defined as follows. If P0 ~ P(M0) and
Po E P, there is exactly one root P e 0394P0 such that PlaMo a. a v is the projection
of P v E Hom(X(AMo), Z) c aMo onto aGM. The lattice Z(Ap) in aGM generated by
0394P = {a |03B1 ~ 0394P} is independent of the choice of P ~ P(M) [A3, p. 12]. Define
~M = vol(aGM/Z(0394P)) and 03B8P(03BB) = ~-1M 03A003B1~0394P03BB(03B1), for 03BB ~ ia*M. Then, for x ~ G,
=

[Al,

p.

36]:

For

computations,

Fix

P0 ~ P(M0) having an upper triangular unipotent radical. The characters
(1, -1,1, -1), j8 (0, 2, - 2, 0), a + 03B2, 2a + 03B2 ~ a*M are the roots of

a

=

the formula

=

given

in

[Al,

p.

46] is useful:
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The

(PO,AMO).

(0, 1, -1,0), (a

+

corresponding co-roots are 03B1 = (1, -1,1, -1), 03B2 =
03B2) = (1,1, -1, -1) and (2a, + 03B2) (1,0,0, -1 ).
=

LEMMA 5.3. With

(1)
(2)
(3)

normalized as above,

measures

~M0 = 2log-2 q

~M1 = 2log-1 q
~M2 = log-1 q

Proof (1) follows from a v c1/21(u1 - Ul) and 03B2 c1/21u2.
(2) Let M Mi and let P ~ P(M) have upper triangular unipotent radical.
03B1|AM is the simple root of (P, AM). The image in aMo of the projection of a v onto
aGM is (1, 0, 0, -1) cf/2UI. Thus 1IM cf/2.
(3) Let M M2. The image in aMo of the projection of pv onto af, is
(1/2)(1,1, -1, -1) = (c1/21/2)(u1 - U2) and (1//2)(u1 - U2) has norm one in aGM.
=

=

=

=

=

=

Therefore 1IM
For any

=

(c1/2)1/2.

Q

integer d 1, define

If x E F*, v(x) is defined by lxi

=

LEMMA 5.4. For M MI, 1
upper triangular. Let a E AM,a.
(1) If M M2 and n E N is
=

=

q -v(x). We now compute vm(n) for certain nEdJtG.
=

0, 1, 2, choose

defined by u

=

P

=

MN E9(M) such that N is

a -’n -’an for

03BDM(n) log-1 qlog(max{1, qd|x|, qd|y|, qd|z|, q2d|x2 - yz|}).
(2) If M = M 1 and n ~ N is defined by u = a -1 n -1 an for

then

=

then

vm(n) =

2log-1q log(max{1, qdjxj, qdlyj, qdlzll).
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(3) If M

=

Mo and n E N

such that w, z 1= 0, then, for

vM(n) = 2[7d’ - 4d(v(w)
Let M

(4)
and b

If d

=

is

=

is

=

a -1 n -1 an for

large d,

+

Mo and define

au, let n ~ N be

defined by u

v(z)) + 2(v(w) + v(z))2 - v(z)’].
u as

in

defined by u

(3). If uEAM1,t for some positive integer
b-In-Ibn. Define

t

=

sufficiently large,

Proof. The following is useful for computing Hp(x), x ~ G. Let
MoN E f!JJ(M 0) with N upper triangular. Suppose x nak, n ~ N,
a
diag(al, a2, a3, a4) E Am., k E K. Then, for 1 j 4, laj - - - a4| is equal to the
maximum of the norms of the determinants of all 5 - j x 5 - j matrices which
can be formed from the last 5 -j rows of x. For P iD Po, Hp(x) is the projection of
Po

=

=

=

HP0(x) onto
We

aM .

begin by computing HQ(n), Q ~ P(M0),

for
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Modulo

AMo’

the

Weyl group W of G

is

equal

to

where

there exists s ~ W such that N NQ sNQ s-1. If
n
nQaQkQ, with nQ E NQ, aQ E AMO and kQ E K, then ns nsQasQksQ satisfies
nQ E N, aQ E AMo, and kQEK (since s1, S2 ~ K). Thus HQ (n) HMo(aQ) =
where HMo(a)S Hm.(a’), a E AMo, SE W
Each group Q E9(Mo) is identified by the set AQ of simple roots of (Q, AMo). If
AQ ce, - 03B2}, then Q Po is the parabolic opposite to Po, N NQ,
S
(SIS1)1, and
For each

Q ~ P(M0),

=

=

=

=

=

Hpo(nS)S-l,

=

=

=

=

Suppose aQ = diag(al’
log la2l, loglall).

a2, a3,

Applying

the comment at the

Note that

|det aQ| = Idet nl

=

convenience, let X = X(, ,

a4)’ Then HQ(n) = H Mo(aQ) = (log la4l, log la3l,

beginning

of the

proof,

1. This implies |a1|
, z) be the quantity

=

we

obtain

la2l la3l-1. For
appearing as la3a41. Then

|a4|-1

and

=
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In the

case

AQ

=

{a,

-2a -

03B2}, n

=

nln2, where

and

In

addition,

It follows

N

=

NQ, s

that, if asQ

=

=

s1s2s1 and

diag(aI,

a2, a3,

a4),

and

For other

OQ’s, HQ(n) is obtained similarly. The values of HQ(n), Q ~ P(M0) are:
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Here X max{1, Izl, lx wzl, IW(x - ) 2013 |, Ix(x - ) 2013 |}.
Now let M M2. P(M) = {P, }, where Np is taken to be upper triangular. If
n E N p, then n can be written as above with w = 0. If Q ~ P(M0) with
0394Q = { - 03B1, -03B2}, then P c Q and Hp(n) is equal to the projection of HQ(n) onto
aM, that is, Hp(n) = log(X)(1, -1). X(0, , , ) = max{1, ||, ||, ||, |2 2013 |} and
vM(n) is the volume in aGM of the convex hull of Hp(n)=0 and Hp(n). It now
follows, using Lemma 5.3(3), that
=

-

=

To finish the proof of (1),
matrix u = a-1n-1an, a

vM(n) must be expressed in terms of the entries of the
diag(a1,a1,a2,a2)~AM,d. It is easily verified that

=

=(1 - a-11a2)-1r for r = x, y,z.
The proof of (2) involves the same type of argument

as

that of

(1)

and is

omitted.

Returning to the proofs of (3) and (4),
diag(b1, b2, b3, b4) E AM,reg, and u b - ln - 1 bn. Then

let

M

=

Mo, b

=

a03C3 =

=

If d is

large enough,

It is now possible to express each HQ(n),
For example,

Q E 9(M), in terms of A, B, , d and |z|.
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and 03BB3 are distinct real numbers. After substituting lm and HQ(n), Q e,9(M) into
(5.2) and simplifying, we obtain vM(n).
To prove (3), observe that if u = a-1n-1an, a ~ AM,d, then w, , and z can be
expressed in terms of w, x, y and z as above, with bj replaced by aj, 1 j 4.
Then, for d sufficiently large,

This allows
example, X

for

HQ(n), Q ~ P(M), in
q4d|wz|2, and max{l, ||, ||, ||}

us
=

to write

+

03BB2

+

03BB3)) ~ ia*M

If f is a locally

v(w), v(z), and d. For
q3d|w2z|, which implies that

for (4), let 03BB=(i03BB1,
and substitute riM and HQ(n), Q~P(M). into

0394Q={201303B1, 201303B2}. Proceeding

i( - Â,I

terms of
=

constant function

on

as

G, define fK(x)

=

i03BB2, iÀ,3,
(5.2). D

~K f(k-1xk)dk, x ~ G.

PROPOSITION 5.5. Let f be a cusp form on G such that supp f c KAG. For
Ml,1 = 0, 1, 2, choose P e P(M) such that N is upper triangular. Let u e N be
as in Lemma 5.4(3), (2) and (1), respectively.
M

=

(1) If a E AM2,d, and d

sufficiently large,

then

where JG(O, f) is given by Lemma 5.7.
(2) JM2(1,f) = -~N fk(u)v(x2- yz) du.
(3) If a E AM l,d’ and d is sufficiently large,

then

is
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Proof. Recall from

p. 254 of

[A2] that

for certain functions rm. Because f is a cusp form, and 03B1 ~ Le11 for LE!R(M),
L ~ M, it follows from Lemma 3.3(3) that JL(a,f) 0. Also, rMM ~ 1. Thus
JM(a, f) lima.... 1 J M(a, f). Using G MNK and the change of variables
n ~ N ~ u = a-1n-1 an ~ N, JM(a,f)=~MBG f(x-1ax)dx can be rewritten as
~N fk(au)vM(n)du [Mu, Lemma 6.1]. To prove (2), (4), (5) and (6), use Lemma 5.4
for the values of the weight and argue in the same way as in the proof of
Proposition 6.5 of [Mu]. (2) and (4) also follow immediately from the proofs of
(1) and (3), respectively.
From Lemma 5.4(1) and the above remarks, noting that if d is large,
fK (au) fk(u), for all u E N,
=

=

=

=

where

N( j ) = {u ~ N | min(v(x), v(y), v(z)) = j}. For j 0, define

d d(j) Ad(j) ~ Bd(j) U Cd( j). Note that 2d - v(x’ - yz) d - j if and
only if u ~ Ad(j). Assume that d is large enough that fk(u) fk(1) = f(1) for
u ~ N(j), j d. The above expression for JM2(a,f) can be rewritten as
Let

=

=

have used the fact that fN fK(u)du 0 because f is a cusp form. Let
ub 1 + j(u0 - 1),j 0, where uo is given by (2.3). If u ~ Ad(7), it is easy to see
that there exists k E K such that k-1 uk ~ uj0 ~ldN(l). This implies fk(u) fK(ub).
Evaluation of all but the first integral in the above formula for JM2(a, f ) results
Here

we

=

=

=

in
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After substitution,

summing over j,

and

some

rearrangement,

we

obtain

Lemma 5.7, the term in square brackets is easily recognized as
q-d(q- 1)-1 JG(O0, f). Let d ~ oo to get (2).
The proof of (3) is along the same lines as that of (1), but the algebra is much

Using

simpler.

~

Next we discuss normalizations of the invariant measures on unipotent
classes. Let Pi MlNl~P(Ml), l= 0, 1, 2, with dni the Haar measure on NI. For
f = 0 (resp. 1) f ~ SNlfK(n,) dnl, f E C~c(G) defines a G-invariant measure on (!)R
(resp. (91) (see Lemma 2.5).
From Lemma 2.5(2), it follows that the restriction of dn2 to the open subset
W n N2 of N2 defines an invariant measure on (9 O03C4, i
1, 6, Em, or m, via
We
use
this
as
a
choice
of
measure
on
f H ~N2~Ofk(n2)dn2.
O03C4, 03C4 a, 03B5 and lm.
This
can be verified by evaluating
However, ~N1 fk(n1)dn1
fK(n2) dn 1.
both integrals for f equal to the characteristic function of K.
Summarizing, for f E C c "0 (G),
=

=

=

=

=

Now

we

choose the

2 ~O1~N2

measure on

Uo.
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LEMMA 5.7. Let dx be the standard Haar
one to F. Then

measure on

F which

assigns measuré

defines a G-invariant measure on O0.
Proof. Let X o uo - 1, where uo is defined in (2.3). Then eX0 1 + Xo uo
and Gxo Guo. Thus Ranga Rao’s formula in Theorem 1 of [R] gives an
invariant measure on O0 ~ Gu°BG. The above expression is that formula for this
particular case. The constant (q + 1)lq is chosen so that JG(O0, f) 1 for f
D
equal to the characteristic function of K.
=

=

=

=

=

Finally, measures must be specified on the nilpotent orbits in g so that Lemma
2.6 holds. Assume that the character 03C8 appearing in the definition of the Fourier
transform on g has conductor equal to ZF. Fix Haar measures on g, Levi
subalgebras m, and nilradicals n so that g(F), m(Cp) and n(.oF) have volume
one.

LEMMA 5.8. Let

f E C~c(g).

Choose nl, such that MI exp(nl) ~

P(Ml),

1 = 0, 1, 2.

define G-invariant measures on the non-trivial nilpotent orbits in g, and the
functions O satisfy Lemma 2.6.
Proof. That the measures are G-invariant is clear. Thus it is sufficient to check
that, if P~P(M), 03A3O~1GMO(X) Op(exp X) for X near 0. Let n be the nilradical
of the Lie algebra of P MN. Let 03BCp be the distribution on g given by
integration over n. From 1.8 of [MW], there exists a constant c &#x3E; 0 such that
Op(exp X) cjJ,p(X) for X in some small neighbourhood of 0 in g. For j 1, let
=

=

=

Kj be the set of k ~ K such that the entries of the matrix k - 1 lie in pj, where
p = F. Log will indicate the inverse of exp, defined on a neighbourhood of o.
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If H is a finite group, |H| denotes the order of H.
of Kj, j 1, then for large enough j,

Ifjj is the characteristic function

Here, hj denotes the characteristic function of g(pi), j any integer.
verify

that § q-jeimGh-j. By
=

Theorem 2 of

It is easy to

[D],

Therefore, C = q-2 dim N|M(Fq)|-1|G(Fq)|. Evaluation of c for M=Mo, M1, and
Q
M2 yields the constants given in the statement of the lemma.

6. Matrix coefficients of supercuspidal

representations

Let f be a finite sum of matrix coefficients of 03C0 such that f(1) ~ 0. The
coefficients occurring in the weighted orbital integral germ expansion of the
character 039803C0 are weighted orbital integrals of f over unipotent classes in Levi
subgroups of G. As can be seen from the formulas appearing in Proposition 5.5
and in (5.6), the values

required in order to compute these coefficients. In the main results of this
section, Proposition 6.3 and Lemma 6.6, we evaluate fK(u), U E q¡ G for certain
types of supercuspidal representations (described below). Lemma 6.7 gives the
formal degrees of these representations.
In [Mol] and [Mo2], Moy defined nondegenerate representations, a set of
irreducible representations of open compact mod centre subgroups of G. Up to
twisting by a one-dimensional character of G, each irreducible admissible
representation of G contains a nondegenerate representation. Using Hecke
algebra isomorphisms, Moy classified the irreducible admissible representations
containing a given nondegenerate representation. He identified the supercuspidal representations and proved that they are all induced from representations
are
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of open compact mod centre subgroups. Jabon [J] then used Moy’s results to
explicitly determine the inducing data for each supercuspidal representation.
This inducing data will be used to determine fk on *r,. Morris [M] has also
found inducing data for some of the supercuspidal representations of G.
Each nondegenerate representation is a representation of a filtration subgroup of some parahoric subgroup of G. In this section, we deal with those
supercuspidal representations of G which contain a nondegenerate representation of a filtration subgroup of the parahoric subgroup K. As shown in
Proposition 6.3, for such the function f can be chosen so that the computation
of fK(u), uEd/lG reduces to a sum over a unipotent conjugacy class in GSp4(Fq),
and there are only five possible distinct nonzero values for fK(u). We remark that
in cases where a parahoric subgroup other than K is involved, the inducing
subgroup may not behave well under conjugation by K, and the inducing
representation may be a tensor product of several different representations,
making fK more difficult to compute.
Let p
F. The filtration subgroups of K are Ko K and Kj
{X~ G|x - 1 E M4(pj)}, j 1. In Lemma 6.1, we outline those properties of the
inducing data which will be used to compute fK on d/l G for supercuspidal
representations containing a nondegenerate representation of Kj, j 0. Let § be
a character of the additive group F having conductor Cp, that is, t/J is non-trivial
1.
on -1 F and trivial on Cp. Suppose a E g and j+1 03B1 E 9(ZF) for some j
Then
=

=

defines

Cayley

character of Ki
transform of X.

a

=

c(g n M4(pj)), where c(X) = (1

Suppose the supercuspidal representation n
representation of Ki.

LEMMA 6.1.
erate

-

X)(1

=

+

contains

X)-1 is the

a

nondegen-

IndK2(p (D x) for some p arising from a cuspidal representation of GSp4(Fq) and some character X of the centre Z of G which is trivial
on Z n Kl. Furthermore, for every such p and X the corresponding induced
representation is irreducible and supercuspidal.

(1) If j

0, then

03C0

=

where p 1 K for some a E g having the
in
that
the
mj+
la
image of
property
g(Fq) is regular and elliptic. T is the unique
Cartan subgroup of G such that a E Lie(T).
where p is the unique extension of a certain
If j &#x3E; 0 is even, then n
representation p of TKjl2 +1 to TKjl2- p has the property that plKj S2a, and
a and T are as in (2).

(2) If j
(3)

=

is

odd, then

03C0 = IndGTK(j+1)/2 03C1
=

IndGTKj/2

=
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Proof. [J] Prop. 4.3, Prop. 4.6,

and

Prop. 4.7.

0

There are two conjugacy classes of Cartan subalgebras of g whose intersections with 9(ZF) project to elliptic Cartan subalgebras of g(Fq) [Mo2, (4.1)].
Representatives v and are given below. Let TI and T be the corresponding
Cartan subgroups of G.

Fix A, W E D*F such that A +

Suppose 7T IndGH03C3 for
centre subgroup H. Let Xa
=

-4,lê is

some

a

non-square in

representation

be the character of 6.

F(/).

of an open compact mod
Define

u

Because Xa is a finite sum of matrix coefficients of 6, f is a finite sum of matrix
coefficients of n. Note that f(1) dim 03C3 ~ 0. By definition, the support of f is
compact modulo Z and f is locally constant. This particular f is chosen because
it is invariant under conjugation by H.
=

PROPOSITION 6.3. Let n be as in Lemma 6.1 with
equal to the greatest integer in ( j + 1)/2. Let U E UG.

j

1 and

f as above.

Set 1

(1) If u e Ki, fK(u) 0.
(2) If u ~ Kj, fK(u) is given in the following table. The left column gives a
representative for the conjugacy class of the image of u - 1 in
=

Kj+1BKj ~ g(Fq).
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Proof. (1) If u ~ Kl, then {k-1 uk|k ~ K } n TKI 0. Thus there is no loss of
generality in assuming u E Kl. Suppose j is even. The extension p of p to TKI is
obtained from a Heisenberg group and, as can be deduced from details of the
proof of Lemma 6.7, f(u) ~(u) q’p(u) for u ~ TKl+1. Also, x(u) = 0 for
u E KI - Kl+1 because {k-1uk| k ~ K } n TKl+1 QS. If j is odd, by definition,
f(u) p(u), u ~ Kl. Therefore,
=

=

=

=

=

where h is the greatest

integer in ( j + 2)/2, and f(u)
u ~ Ki - Ki+1 where j i h. fK (u) ~K 03C1(k-1 uk)dk

=

&#x3E;

For each

Let

for

u

=

0 for all other u ~ UG. Let
is a nonzero multiple of

k ~ k, k-1uk~(Ki - Ki+1) n UG. To prove (1), it suffices to show that

c( Y),

some

=

K

=

c(X), Y ~ g(pi), X E g(pj - i).

Z~M4(pj+1).

This

implies

that

Then
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Thus

Here dX is the measure on g(pj-i) which transfers to dK under the Cayley
transform c. If a Y - Y03B1 ~ g(pj-i), then the images of j+1 03B1 and w-’Y in g(F.)
must commute. This is impossible because these images are, respectively, regular
semisimple and nontrivial nilpotent. Therefore X~03C8(tr((03B1Y - Y03B1)X)) is a nontrivial character of g(pj-i). This implies that the above integral is zero.
Proof of (2). Let UEKj. We wish to compute

Let

Given

there exists a unique i and some k ~ K such that
Thus
fK(u) fK(uj03C4). The next step is to show that it suffices to
k-1 uk ~ Kj uj03C4.
calculate (6.4) for ub. Define

u ~ Kj - Kj+1,

=

Let P

is

=

equal

MN ~P(M), M
to:

=

Mi,i

=

0,1, 2. In terms of the constants t03C4, ~N

fK(u) du
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Because f is

a

cusp

form,

SN fK(u) du

Thus to determine the values

of fK

=

on

0. It follows that

O/IG n Kj, it is sufficient

to

compute

In Lemma 6.9, to is found to equal (ql + 1)-1 in the case T= Te and
- (q2 - 1) -1 in the case T = Tn. (6.5) can be used to produce the other values of
0
fK given in the statement of the proposition.
0 and f as above. There are three
families F1, F2, and F3 of such representations n. The values of fK(u), u E K, are
listed in the table below. The left column gives a representative for the conjugacy
class of the image of u in GSP4 (F q).

LEMMA 6.6. Let n be as in Lemma 6.1

with j

=

Proof Reid [Re] has computed the characters of GSp4(Fq). The three families
Fi, i 1, 2, 3 of cuspidal representations contain (q - 1)3/8, (q - 1)(q2 - 1)/4
and 1 representations, respectively, and are called CP(t3)’ cP(ts) and ~4() in [Re].
From Lemma 6.1 (1), if p is one of these representations n Ind%z(p Q X), where
0
p is inflated to a representation of K. Note that XIOllG == 1.
=

=
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LEMMA 6.7. Let n be

(1) LÎJ

=

Proof

In each case, n

in Lemma 6.1. Let

as

d(n) be the formal degree of n.

0,

=

IndGL 03C3 for some open compact mod centre subgroup

Thus, d(n) = [vol(ZBL)]-1 dim 03C3. (1) now follows from Lemma 6.6. We copy
the procedure used by Jabon for computing formal degrees. (See, for example,
[J, p. 23].) Let 1; = T n Ki, i a 0. We begin by calculating vol(ZBTKi) =
L.

vol(ZBKZ)[KZ : TKi]-1,

1. From the exact sequence

i

[KZ:TKi] = [K:Ki][T0:T1]-1. It is easy to
Tl+1BTl~(Fq), l 1, so [Tl:Tl+1]=q3. From Kl+1BKl~g(Fq),
[Kl:Kl+1] =q11. Thus

it follows that

see

we

that
have

is odd, then dim p
1. So d(03C0)
[vol(ZBTK(j+1)/2)]-1. Suppose j is even.
ker p. p (resp. p) can be viewed as a representation of the group
Let N03C1
A
T1K(j/2+1/N03C1 (resp. H1 TKjI2/Np). Let Po |H, where H T1Kj/2/N03C1.
The induced representation IndHA03C1 is the direct sum of [H:A]1/2 copies of po.
Therefore dim p dim po
[H : A]1/2 [ Tl Ki/2 : T1K(j/2)+1]1/2. From the
exact sequence 1 ~ T(j/2) + 1B Tj/2 ~ K(j/2) + 1 BKj/2 ~ T1K(j/2)+1 T1Kj/2 ~ 1,

If j

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

Therefore,

To
that

complete

the

proof,

it remains to find

[To : Tl].

From

[J, p. 74] it follows
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Given

an

arbitrary XE F:2, there are q + 1 elements y ~ F*q2 having the
Thus [To : Ti] = (q2 - 1)(q + 1). Similarly,

same

norm as x.

For each a E Fq c F:2, there are q2 + 1 elements in
This implies that [T?: Tf] = (q-1)(q2 + 1).

F:4 having norm equal to a.
D

REMARKS. (1) Note that x0 |A q4Xp and x0 |H - A ~ 0. This fact was used
in the proof of Proposition 6.3.
(2) Let u E Kj, j 0. Comparing the first columns of the tables in Proposition
6.3 and Lemma 6.6, the values fK(1 + mj(uT - 1))/f(1), 03C4 0, 1, E, R agree when
T
T03B5 and F = F1. Up to multiplication by q4j, the formal degrees agree. This
means that the calculations of the coefficients for all of these representations can
be done simultaneously. From now on, this will be referred to as case 1.
Similarly, case 2 will refer to T T or, if j 0, F = F2. Finally, case 3 is the
third possibility when j 0, that is, F = F3.
The remainder of the section is devoted to computing the constant to which
appears in the proof of Proposition 6.3. Let XE D;. y H 03C8(-1 xy) is a function
on F which can be viewed as a function on Fq ~ DF/p. Define
=

=

=

=

=

=

For z~*F, let

LEMMA 6.8. There exists

co E C

such that

c20

=

k0(-1)

and

Kol.1I is a character of F*. As in [ST], define r(K)
~F03C8(Z)K(Z)|z|-1dz. By Theorem 1 of [ST], there exist constants Co and Co
depending on xo and Ka l respectively, such that r(K) = coqlll and
0393(K-1) coqI/2 and CoCo K0(-1). But Kai Ko, so Co Co.

Proof.

=

x

=

=

=

=

=

If j a 0, then ~|z|=q-jk0(-jz)dz 0 because xo is a nontrivial character of D*F.
For j 1, ~|z|=qj, 03C8(z)03BA0(jz) dz=qj ~i03C8(-jz)xo(z)dz, which, by Lemma
=
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1 of

[ST], is equal

to zero

unless j

=

1. Thus

From the definition of (p,

Solving,

LEMMA 6.9. Let j 1.
regular, then

If ae1)D or 1)£ is such that the image of j+1 03B1 in g(Fq) is

We will use the Bruhat decomposition of K1BK ~ G GSp4(Fq) to
evaluate the sum. Let B be the standard Borel subgroup of G. We identify the
Weyl group W of G with that of G. G = IIs~W BsB and
BsB
Bs · (B n s -1 Bs)BB. An arbitary element of B will be written as:

Proof.

=

=

where w, x, y, z E Fq, ÀiEF:,= 1, 2, 3, 4 and 03BB103BB4 À1À3. Let si and S2 be the
generators of W given in the proof of Lemma 5.4. The representatives for
(B n s -1 Bs)BB, s ~ W can be realized as subgroups of the unipotent radical of B,
each of which is given by certain restrictions on the coordinates w, x, y, and z:
=
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The

The

unipotent

sum

where

q

radical of B commutes with uo, and

becomes

=

q4(q-1)[K:K1]-1= (q2-1)-2(q2+1)-1.

j(u0 - 1) by

Bs and

(B s-1 Bs)BB,
n

aEIt be as in (4.2a) with Ibl
(6.12), (6.11 ) can be rewritten as:
Let

After repeated

applications

=

Ici

After

conjugating

the result is:

=

qj+1

and

|a| qj+1. Using (6.10) and

of Lemma 6.8, this reduces to:
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Let

03B1 ~ be as in (6.2b) with Jal

Use of Lemma 6.8

=

Ibl

=

qj+1. In this case, (6.11) becomes:

produces

7. Some values of o

Recall that if 6 E (au G)’ liq denotes the distribution given by integration over the
corresponding nilpotent orbit in g.
Sally [S] has derived a formula for the Fourier transform fiw as follows. For
X E greg, let

Let (9 c- After showing that 03BCO(~X) is well-defined, a change in the order of
integration and the definition of can be used to prove that

This

implies

Evaluating Sally’s formula for O yields explicit values of 03C4, 03C4 0, e, , Em at
points. Let r and t be positive integers. For a, b ~ F* such that
=

certain
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define

X03B5~03B5 be given by (6.2a)
(6.2b) with Ibl Ici q-t.
Let

=

with

lai

=

tbl

=

q-t,

and let

X~ be given by

=

LEMMA 7.1.

Proof. By Lemma 2.6(2), 1(X)=0398p(exp X), P ~ P(M1), so 1 (X) is obtained
by evaluating van Dijk’s character formula [D].
Choose P2
M2N2 E 19(M 1) so that N2 is upper triangular. Let tt2 Lie(N2).
Lemma
and
the comments preceding the lemma, for X E 9reg’
5.8
By
=

=
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Let

X = X03B5

Y ~g(-t-1).

or

If Y

X = X and Yc-n2. By Proposition 6.3(1), 1lx(Y) = 0 if
(Yij), define b Y13Y24 - Y14Y23From (6.5) and Lemma
=

=

6.9,

if X = X03B5, and to = -(q2 -1)-1 if X = X. (7.2) and
(7.3) can now be evaluated to produce P-c, 1 0, c, m and Em. In fact it is clear
from the values of ’1x that (X) = 03B5(X). Also, by Lemma 2.6(3),
where

t0 = (q2+1)-1

=

Thus we need only evaluate (7.2) for one of 03C4 = 03B5 and and then use this relation
to solve for the other t(X). This will also be the case for X
Xl, 1 0, 1, 2.
Let X = X2. Suppose Y~g(p-t-1). If 03B4 ~ (F*)2, that is, exp Y ~ O1, then
11x(Y) 0. This is proved the same way as Proposition 6.3(1), using the fact that
any nontrivial nilpotent element Y’ E g which commutes with diag(a, a, - a, - a)
satisfies exp Y’ ~ O1. Note that if Y ~ g(p-t-1), k ~ 03C8(tr(Xk-1Yk)) can be
viewed as a function on G(Fq) ~ K1BK. Thus the Bruhat decomposition of
G(F,) can be used in computing 11x(Y), Yeg(p-t-l), as in Lemma 6.9 for the
case X03B5 or X. Given Y ~ g(p-t-1)-g(p-t), there exists k E K such that
k-1Yk - -t-1 (u03C4 - 1 ) ~ g(p-t) for some i, so there is no loss of generality in
=

=

=

taking Y = -t-1 (u03C4 - 1).

03C4 (X)

can now

be obtained

by

a

simple calculation.

Let X
X o or X1. For Y ~ g(-t -1),
the methods described above for X2:
=

17xo(Y)

=

17xl(Y) can be computed using
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Let Y ~ g(-l) - g(p-l+1), t + 2 1 r. Using an argument similar to that in
the proof of Proposition 6.3(1), it can be shown that 17x(Y) 0 if |03B4|&#x3E; qt+l+ 1. An
explicit calculation involving the Bruhat decomposition of K yields:
=

Finally, let Y ~ g(-r-1) g(-r). In this case, Xo
separately. Another calculation results in:

and

X1

must be considered

ifibl qt+r+1, and zero otherwise. For Y ~ g(p-r-1) it is easy to show that
17x(Y) = 0. We now have all of the values of tlx necessary for evaluating (7.2) and
p
(7.3) to obtain t(X).
8. Evaluation of coefficients
We conclude the paper with results concerning the coefficients in the two
asymptotic expansions for 039803C0, both when 7r is an arbitrary supercuspidal
representation (Theorem 8.1 ) and when 7r is one of the representations discussed
in section 6 (Proposition 8.2, Theorem 8.3). Throughout this section, we assume
that all measures are normalized as in section 5.

THEOREM 8.1. Let n be a supercuspidal representation
of matrix coefficients of n such that f(1) ~ 0, then

of G. If f is a, finite sum
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Proof. (1) and (5) are proved in Proposition 4.1.
Let X1 and X 2 be as in section 7. Define J exp(diag(a, a, - a, - a)), where
a ~ F and lai
q-t. Then (J E AM2,t. Let y exp X 2. If Ibl is sufficiently small,
then, by Theorem 3.2(1) and the remark at the beginning of the proof of Lemma
=

=

=

4.1,

To see that the terms corresponding to M
G are zero, apply Lemma
and (3). Using Proposition 5.5(2) for JM2(03C3,f) and noting
|DM2(03B3)|1/2|D(03B3)|-1/2 q3t, 039803C0(03B3) becomes
=

3.3(2)
that

=

If t is large, then Harish-Chandra’s
Lemma 7.1, it is equal to

expansion for 8n around

1 is valid at y.

By

Equating terms in the two expressions for 039803C0(03B3) yields (2) and (3) of the statement
of the theorem.
To obtain (4), define a
exp(diag(a, 0, 0, -a)), lai q-t, and y exp X1.
Replace M2 by Mi and repeat the argument used for (3), except that Proposition
5.5(4) should be used for JM1(03C3, f). This results in
=

Subtracting this expression from (3) yields (4).

a

=

1:1

an irreducible supercuspidal representation
non-degenerate representation of Kj, j 0. Choose f as described

PROPOSITION 8.2. Let n be

containing

=
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preceding Proposition
following Lemma 6.7.

6.3 and let

cases

1, 2 and 3 be

as

defined

in remark

(2)

addition, JG(O,f) JG(O03B5,f) =- 1 2 JG(OE,f).
Proof. For j 1 let uj03C4, 03C4 0, 1, E, R be defined as in the proof of Proposition
6.3. Let u003C4=u03C4 Recall t03C4=fK(uj03C4)/f(1). 03C4=0, 1, e, R. Note that
fK(1 + j(u03C4 - 1)) =fK(uj0), t m, 03B5, j 0. The above integrals can be
1n

=

=

=

evaluated and expressed in terms of the constants t03C4, using the formulas for the
unipotent orbital integrals given at the end of section 5 and using Proposition
5.5 for JM(1, f). The details are omitted. The procedure is straightforward. In the
case of JM0(1,f), the calculation is simplified by the observation that
SN fK(u)v(w)2 du and SN fK(u)v(z)2 du are zero.
The second step is to use (6.5) to express each integral in terms of to. This
results in:
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d(StM) depends on vol(AMB{K ~ M)AM) = [vol kM] -1.
given in Lemma 5.1. Thus

Recall that

vol kM

is

Using Lemma 6.7 for the value of d(03C0) and observing from Proposition 6.3 and
Lemma 6.6 that to
(q’ + 1)-1,-(q2 - 1) -1 and - (q - 1) -1 in cases 1, 2 and
D
3, respectively, completes the proof.
=

THEOREM 8.3. Let n and

f be as

in

Proposition 8.2.

Proof cid(03C0) and cR(03C0) are given by Theorem 8.1(1), (5) and Proposition 8.2.
Similarly, c0(03C0) is given by Theorem 8.1(2) and Proposition 8.2.
Let X0, X03B5 and Xo be as in section 7.
Let X = X03B5 or Xz. Note (see Lemma 7.1) that (X) = 03B5(X) =
-E(X)/2 ~ 0 and JG((O, f) JG((O03B5, f) = - JG(O03B5, f)/2 =1= 0. Let F, denote
the Shalika germ corresponding to O03C4~(UG). Lemma 4.1(3) implies
=
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Define

Then ce(n) + c(03C0)/2 + cem(n)/2 03BBd(03C0)JG(OE, f)/f(1)
Theorem 8.1(3) and (4) to produce the following:
=

Here

we

can

be combined with

have used the fact that

which can be seen from Proposition 8.2.
The next step is to find 03BB. Let 03C3

Lemma 6.6 and
Proposition 5.5(6) we compute JM0(03C3, f) in case 3. The calculation is lengthy, but
many parts of the integral cancel and the answer is simple:

If r and t are

sufficiently large

and y

=

~ AM1,t ~ K1. Using

exp(Xo),

then

have used Proposition 5.5(3) and Proposition 8.2 for the value of
JM1(03C3, f)/d(StM1). If X0 is close to 0, then Harish-Chandra’s expansion around 1
holds. Using Lemma 7.1 for the values of 03C4 at Xo and equating the coefficients
of q2t+r in the two expansions, we conclude that 2c1(03C0) + 03A303C4=03B5,,03B5c03C4(03C0)
1
in case 3. Subtracting Theorem 8.1(4) (after substituting for d(n)Jm,(1, f)/
Here

we

=
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d(StM1)f(1), 1
Proposition

=

1, 2), we obtain C1(03C0)

=

0 in

case

3. It

now

follows from

(8.4) and

8.2 that

proof is completed upon substitution
Proposition 8.2 into (8.4).

The

of 03B , and the constants

computed

in

~

Given (!)E(OUG), Rodier [Ro] and Moeglin and Waldspurger [MW] have
defined a quotient W of the representation space of n in terms of a pair (X, 9),
exp X ~O and ~ a one-parameter subgroup which satisfies certain conditions. In
[Ro], (9 is regular, and W is called a Whittaker model, and in [MW], (9 may not
be regular, in which case W is called a degenerate Whittaker model. We say that
03C0 admits a (degenerate) Whittaker model relative to (9 if the corresponding W is
non-zero. In some cases, cO(03C0) if the dimension of a Whittaker model.
COROLLARY 8.5. (1) In cases 1 and 2, n admits a Whittaker model of dimension
1 relative to OR.
(2) In case 3, n does not admit a Whittaker model relative to OR.
(3) In case 3, 03C0 admits a degenerate Whittaker model of dimension 1 relative to
(9, and does not admit a degenerate Whittaker model relative to O03C4, i 1, M, Em.
Proof. (1) and (2) are immediate from Theorem 8.3 and [Ro]. To prove (3),
note that in case 3, because cR(03C0)
0, results of [MW] imply that, up to a
nonzero constant depending on normalizations of measures, c03C4(03C0) is the
dimension of a degenerate Whittaker model relative to O03C4,03C4 =1, 03B5, , ew. Thus
c. (n) + c03B5(03C0) 0 implies c(03C0) c03B5(03C0) 0. Upon comparison of the normalization of 11£ in section 5 with that in [MW], (3) follows.
=

=

=

=

=
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